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Technical data sheet Technical data sheet Technical data sheet Technical data sheet     
for the APVfor the APVfor the APVfor the APV    

"Coupling hitch attachment kit 00300"Coupling hitch attachment kit 00300"Coupling hitch attachment kit 00300"Coupling hitch attachment kit 00300----2222----107"107"107"107"    
    
    
    

    

If used with the trailer hitch, the following basic safety precautions must be taken. If used with the trailer hitch, the following basic safety precautions must be taken. If used with the trailer hitch, the following basic safety precautions must be taken. If used with the trailer hitch, the following basic safety precautions must be taken. 
READ and CONSIDER these STATEMENTSREAD and CONSIDER these STATEMENTSREAD and CONSIDER these STATEMENTSREAD and CONSIDER these STATEMENTS before you use the coupling hitch before you use the coupling hitch before you use the coupling hitch before you use the coupling hitch 
attachment kit.attachment kit.attachment kit.attachment kit.    
    
    
The coupling hitch attachment kit is approved for use with the following singleThe coupling hitch attachment kit is approved for use with the following singleThe coupling hitch attachment kit is approved for use with the following singleThe coupling hitch attachment kit is approved for use with the following single----disc disc disc disc 
spreaders:spreaders:spreaders:spreaders:    
 

    

Approved mounting of the coupling hitch attachment kitApproved mounting of the coupling hitch attachment kitApproved mounting of the coupling hitch attachment kitApproved mounting of the coupling hitch attachment kit    

    

                                mmmmounted straightounted straightounted straightounted straight                                mmmmounted at an angle of 25°ounted at an angle of 25°ounted at an angle of 25°ounted at an angle of 25°    

 

KS 40 M2      KS 40 M2 

    ES 100 M1 Classic     WD 40 M2 

    ES 100 M2 Special 

 WD 40 M2 

TypeTypeTypeType    Max. fill levelMax. fill levelMax. fill levelMax. fill level 

KS 40 M2KS 40 M2KS 40 M2KS 40 M2    Can be filled completely. 

ES 100 M1 ClassicES 100 M1 ClassicES 100 M1 ClassicES 100 M1 Classic    max. 70 kg seed/scatter material 

ES 100 M2 SpecialES 100 M2 SpecialES 100 M2 SpecialES 100 M2 Special    max. 70 kg seed/scatter material 

WD 40 M2WD 40 M2WD 40 M2WD 40 M2    Can be filled completely. 

Version: 06/13, V1.0 

Order no.: 00600-3-240 
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1. Assembling the coupling hitch attachment kit on the trailer hitch: 

Ensure that the coupling ball is undamaged, clean and free of grease. The 

attachment kit is placed on top of the trailer hitch. Hold the attachment kit level 

with one hand and, with the other hand, move the clamping lever. Then turn 

the safety bolt until it locks in place. 

 

2. The axle load distribution specified by the vehicle manufacturer is changed by 

the attachment kit (including the single-disc spreader) that is affixed to the 

rear. This change to the axle load must not cause the permitted axle loads to 

be exceeded. Also ensure that the maximum permitted bearing load of the 

trailer hitch of the vehicle is not exceeded. 

 

3. If an ES 100 M1 ClassicES 100 M1 ClassicES 100 M1 ClassicES 100 M1 Classic or an ES 100 M2 Special ES 100 M2 Special ES 100 M2 Special ES 100 M2 Special is mounted to the coupling 

hitch attachment kit, this is only permitted to be filled with a    maximum of 70 kg maximum of 70 kg maximum of 70 kg maximum of 70 kg 

of seed/scatter material.... The manner of driving and the speed of driving must 

be adjusted according to the loading condition and the changed driving 

behaviour. 

 

4. Even if the attachment kit (including the single-disc spreader) only partially 

covers lights and/or the registration plate, the lights of the carrier vehicle 

and/or the registration plate must be repeated on the attachment kit or the 

single-disc spreader.  

 

5. The mounted coupling hitch attachment kit (including the single-disc spreader) 

must be checked for correct seating before each journey.  

 

6. Grease the safety bolt from time to time to prevent rust in difficult operating 

conditions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The test report from the RDW TesThe test report from the RDW TesThe test report from the RDW TesThe test report from the RDW Test Centre Lelystad is enclosed (original report in English):t Centre Lelystad is enclosed (original report in English):t Centre Lelystad is enclosed (original report in English):t Centre Lelystad is enclosed (original report in English):    
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NotesNotesNotesNotes    
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